
 

In chapter 11, Blue looks at people outside her apartment and thinks, “If I poked at their
layers I’d probably find some hurt, something they’re trying to forget, something they’re living
over instead of through” (page 88). What do you think she means by this? Do you believe it’s
ever possible to heal by forgetting something? Do you agree with Dr. Vargas when he says that
his work is saving people?

For her class, Blue is making a collage of photographic moments that are important to her.
What photos would you choose in your own collage?

Throughout the novel, several people talk about having a clean slate. Do you think we can ever
truly forget the moments we’ve lived through? What do you think about the tabula rasa
theory?

After a shocking tragedy, Blue decides to Cancel her memories. However, throughout the
course of the novel she comes to regret her decision. What do you think she should have done
instead?

Dr. Sweet believes in the Nietzschean concept of amor
fati, that “you have to love everything that has ever
happened in your life” (page 130). Do you agree with
her? Why or why not? What are some moments in you
 life when you had to fight to “see the horizon”?

Both Blue and her mom Canceled painful memories, but
Blue is the first to try to recover her past. Why do you
think that is?

Before Blue decided to Cancel her memories, Adam’s and
Turtle’s moms chastised Blue for being selfish and overly
relying on the people around her in her grief. Do you think
they were correct? Is there a “right” way to grieve?
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Aside from Adam and Blue, there are several other romantic relationships in the novel. Turtle
and Jack. Blue’s mom and dad. Adam’s mom and dad. How do you think these couples serve
as foils to one another? How did each couple view love? Which one do you relate to the most?

When their parents divorced, Blue noticed she was coping better than V because she had
support from the people around her. After his dad left, Adam and his family became more
tight-knit. How did relationships help Adam and Blue through their grief? How did Blue’s
relationships with others—or lack thereof—affect her decision to Cancel?

Mrs. Duran describes wealthy people’s Cancellation of inconvenient memories as “an
abominable form of plastic surgery” (page 233). How do you see class and status playing into
the Cancellation industry?

When Blue wonders what would have happened if she hadn’t gotten on the little blue bus,
Adam replies, “That would have been fate too” (page 258). What do you think would have
happened if Blue hadn’t taken the bus? How else do
you see fate working throughout the novel?
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